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the album was released on cd in 1989, and has been reissued in digital format at least twice since
that time. the album has also been released in several different digital formats, including mp3, flac,

and ogg vorbis. and although michael jackson was responsible for the lion's share of the album,
jones says that it took a great deal of effort from numerous people to create thriller. its not like

michael just had a bunch of songs and they were all put together. the album came together over
time, he says. the album became jacksons first number one hit in the uk, where the single thriller
spent six weeks at the top and became the first ever number one single on the billboards hot 100,

also becoming the first ever number one single to have three different producers, including jackson.
thriller would become the biggest selling album of all time, and it has been certified 20 times

platinum. it also spawned five hit singles, including the number one single thriller. and then there
were the accompanying videos. the video for thriller and billie jean were directed by john landis, who
would go on to direct the movie an american werewolf in london. the man responsible for introducing
michael to classic horror movies, landis helped jackson mature visually. it was a big transition from

the small silhouette and strange facial expressions he had created with off the wall. landis also
helped introduce michael to the world of hip-hop, a genre he would later try to incorporate.

according to writer bob merlis, landis helped convince jackson that he could combine the two styles
and he spent weeks testing the idea on producer jones.
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